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About This Game

**The Forbidden Arts is not compatible with Steam's offline mode. We will look into supporting offline mode in the future."
**A game controller is not required to play The Forbidden Arts, but is highly recommended**

The Forbidden Arts is an action adventure platformer with a focus on discovery and exploration. When the hero of the game,
Phoenix, seeks the counsel of a druid to make sense of his visions, she awakens the latent pyromancy within him. This begins an

epic journey from Phoenix’s humble beginnings as he seeks to master the element of fire.

Key Features:
• 5 Worlds with multiple levels

• 5 Boss Fights
• 30+ different enemies
• 12+ hours of gameplay

• High quality hand-painted art style

• Channel your pyromancer flame to cast devastating spells upon enemies and bosses, protect yourself from harm and
manipulate the environment.

• Explore massive worlds with the ability to save your progress nearly anywhere and any time. You will alternate between 2d
gameplay while in dungeons and 3d gameplay while exploring the world map.

• Test your agility as you scale walls, jump gaps, climb vines and maneuver through several distinct environments filled with
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obstacles and challenges.

• Progress through a captivating storyline following a young man who seeks the truth about himself and finds a grand adventure
of ancient magic.

• Embark on quests from friendly NPCs and solve puzzles you encounter along the way.

• Discover long-forgotten secret items and locations to unlock abilities and earn achievements.

The time has come to summon your inner fire and prove to the world you have what it takes to be called a pyromancer. Play The
Forbidden Arts today.
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Title: The Forbidden Arts
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Stingbot Games
Publisher:
Stingbot Games
Release Date: 7 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 - 32 Bit

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA 450 GTS / ATI Radeon HD 5750

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,Hungarian,Korean,Russian,French,German,Simplified Chinese,Japanese,Italian
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Old school difficult with a refreshing art style. Definitely nice to see something that is not pixel art in a side scroller. I also like
the combination of the overworld map elements and the side scrolling elements, though the overworld map could use a couple
tweaks: not being able to move backwards felt a little clunky. The mobs and main character are well animated and the sound
design is pleasant and cheery. The bats knocking me into spike pits definitely gave me some Castlevania flashbacks. Overall
cool game, definitely looking forward to finishing it.. I really like this one so far. Has a retro feel that is diferent from what
everyone is doing these days. Looking forward to watching this progess.. This game is a free roaming side view game that lets
you explore and replay old levels for bonuses and rewards. Only 17% into it with 2 hours played and I have a tough time
stepping away it's got me hooked. The game definately keeps you on your toes as the difficulty can be quite challenging at times
and make you think of ways to defeat a boss, level, etc. which adds to the excitement. Best $10 I've spent in a while.. Have
played the game just for a little bit so far but I am enjoying it a lot! Having to time a jump perfectly to get to that hard to reach
spot is a fun challenge. I am excited to see what this game brings the further a long it goes!! Keep up the good work!. Though
this game looked great at the start, I'm not sure at the moment if it's worth it. I understand it came out of early access not long
ago when I write this but I have several problems.
Starting with the biggest glaring issue, you only have two hit points. I get you want to start out weak and such but for a few
reasons I don't like it. The main character, Phoenix, seems to have some form of training in using daggers and such. I'd imagine
someone trained wouldn't be easily killed by enemies in the second stage. And I don't mean because they hit fast, I mean
because you will be one shot. Which leads to the next problem, enemies shouldn't be one shoting you in the second stage. Even
the boss does less damage.
The stages aren't bad, I liked the design of them. Alittle maze like but you have to look around for the gold to get the next parts.
It insists on their being cool secrets or something. I couldn't find anything of importance but oh well I assume later in the game
that it would be possible.
My next issue with the game is mostly gameplay. The enemies are fine (outside of being oneshot) and they have basic attacks
and such. What I don't like is the placement of some of them and how certain ones attack. The Gnoll will shoot a green blast
repeatedly, which to fire quick enough, you have to shoot one waste fire ball, then either dodge the next attack they do which
will kill you, or shoot another, losing your entire mana pool.
Then in the brixies, I assume pixie like monsters, they shoot a straight line at your character. The issue with their aiming is that
when they start the attack, if you jump to get out of the way, the beam will go at you still. The targeting is right as the beam
comes out, not at the start of the animation of the attack.
I know some of this is knit-picking and I'm sorry for thos who enjoy it.

I will have to give feedback for the programmers, I know this game is only developed by a small number, if I remember reading
right, only two people. I want to recommend a few tweeks. Give 3 hit points. If you do this way, at least then when an enemy
hits hard, you still live and know to get away from it.
Second, enemies need to be consistantly dead. If I die after 5 montsters, I don't want to be ported back and restart the same
thing over again killing the same monsters the same way, it turns very methodical and repeatitive.
Thirdly, you seem to be stuck in an area of both platformer and trying to stick to adventure games. The 3D aspect upgrades the
plateformer style to something of interest, if you give powerups, (mana pool increases, and health increases), in random areas
where the gold is, it'd be far more interesting to me.

As of right now, I can not see myself enjoying this game and I feel terrible for it, a friend purchased it for me and I have to
refund this for not enjoying what it appeared to be.. Highly recommended. This game is a total hidden gem!

Something about this game gives me nostalia! It combines many of my favorite gaming elements from games I played growinng
up! It has platforming, puzzles, great RPG elements such as interesting characters and abilities that you can unlock along your
adventure.

It's definitely easy enough for your average gamer to pick up, but even me (being a hardcore gamer) have had my fair share of
deaths. You definitely can't just run straight through this game without paying attention to your surroundings!

The levels are sidescrollers, but the 3d free roam in towns adds a great emersion element!

I can't wait to see what else the developer has in store for future updates!. This game is a great example of why to browse indie
games on steam. New style graphics meets side scrolling action equals a lot of fun. For 10 bucks I have already had hours of
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fun, and because of the progress tracker in-game I know I have hours more fun ahead of me. I started playing with my keyboard
and it was alright, but when I plugged in my ps4 controller and opened DS4windows the mechanics were way better. Great
game, thanks.
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